OIL SYSTEM
ACCESSORIES
REMOTE FILTER BLOCK
ADAPTER FOR
“FE” FORD
AVIAID supplies both an original style
cast block adapter and a contemporary
billet block adapter that allows the
connection to a remote filter or cooler,
as well as a feed point for a dry sump
system. Aviaid p/n 104-40203 Cast or
104-40203-01 Billet.

FILTER MOUNT FOR “FE” FORD
This package consists of a cast aluminum filter mount
(p/n 104 40204-01) that can accommodate a standard 3-5/8" Ford
oil filter (3/4-16 thread) along with a steel bracket that mounts to the
FE cylinder head (p/n 104 40204-02).

HP4 FILTER MOUNT
WITH REGULATOR
Designed to accommodate a
standard HP4 oil filter (standard
Chevrolet 3-5/8" diameter with
13/16-16 thread), this multifunction adapter can regulate oil
pressure, and also provides ports
for oil temperature and pressure
gauges. Aviaid p/n 010 40110.

HP6 FILTER MOUNT
WITH REGULATOR
Designed to accommodate the
larger HP oil filter (4-1/2"
diameter with 1-1/2-12 thread),
this adapter can regulate oil
pressure. Aviaid p/n 010 40111.
Also available without regulator.
Aviaid p/n 010 50060.

REMOTE HP7
FILTER MOUNT
Engineered to accommodate both
HP7 and HP10 filter (3" diameter
with 3/4-12 nipple) in any desired
location. Also available with M181.5 thread (metric) nipple. Aviaid
p/n 010 50030.

REMOTE HP4
FILTER MOUNT
Lets you mount a standard HP4 oil
filter (standard Chevrolet 3-5/8"
diameter with 13/16-16 thread) in
any desired location while also
providing gauge ports to monitor
oil temperature and pressure.
Aviaid p/n 010 50040.

REMOTE REGULATORS
AN-12 PICKUP BUNG
This weld-in aluminum bung assembly is intended for the conversion
of an aluminum pan to dry sump or external wet sump application
and has an AN-12 female O-ring port. Aviaid p/n 108 30883. It is
designed to accommodate a mesh screen that is available with a –8
male fitting (p/n 108 36010-08), a –10 male fitting (p/n 108
36010-10) or a –12 male fitting (p/n 108 36010-12).

These oil pressure regulators are available in a standard
configuration, as well as with a rear O-ring port bypass. Both are
offered with AN-08, -10 and –12 line fittings. Remote regulator with
–08 fittings and –10 bypass is p/n 010 19000-08, with –10 fittings
it’s p/n 010 19000-10 and with –12 fittings it’s p/n 010 19000-12.
For regulators with a rear O-ring bypass the –08 model is p/n 010
19202-08, the –10 model is 010 19202-10 and the unit with –12
line fittings is 010 19202-12.

REMOTE FILTER
ADAPTERS

TRACO SWIVEL
REMOTE ADAPTER

Aviaid has remote filter
adapters to cover a wide
variety of threads, filters
and fittings. p/n 104 4010512-10 has a 3/4-16 thread,
2-3/4” OD gasket and –10
female fittings,
p/n 104 40105-13-10 has a
13/16-16 thread, 2-3/4" OD gasket
and –10 female fittings,
p/n 104 40105-12-12 has a 3/4-16
thread, 2-3/4" OD gasket and –12 female
fittings, p/n 104 40105-13-12 has a 13/16-16 thread, 3-1/2" OD
gasket and –12 female fittings. For adapters with metric fittings, p/n
104 40105-18-10 has M18-1.5 thread (metric), a 2-3/4" OD gasket
and –10 fittings, p/n 104 40105-18-12 has M18-1.5 thread, a 2-3/4"
OD gasket and –12 fittings, p/n 104 40105-20-10 has M20-20
thread, a 2-3/4" OD gasket and –10 fittings, p/n 104 40105-20-12
has M20-2.0 thread, a 2-3/4" OD gasket and –12 fittings.

Another original Traco
design, this swivel-style
cooler/filter adapter fits
small block and big
block Chevy engines
and accommodates
GM-style filters.
The adapter is Aviaid
p/n 104 40104 and
the I&O O-ring kit is
p/n 104 40707.

TRACO REMOTE
FILTER MOUNTS
Originally developed by Traco
Engineering back in the ‘60s, these
popular mounts accommodate
HP4 filters and are available with
either left side or right side inlets.
Needless to say, they’re “period
correct” for many Can Am and
other applications. Aviaid
p/n 104 40111 has a left side
intake and p/n 104 40112 is
the right side intake model.

“SANDWICH”
COOLER ADAPTER
This unique adapter can be
used with a stock-type small
block or big block Chevy oil
filter, and enables it to be
remotely mounted. Can be
equipped with a pair of
–10 or -12 fittings on request.
Aviaid p/n 104 40709-02.

REMOTE FILTER
ADAPTER
Available for both AN-10 and
AN-12 applications, these
adapters have a 13/16-16
thread, 3-1/2" OD gasket.
The –10 model is Aviaid
p/n 104 40108-13-10
and the –12 adapter is
p/n 104 40108-13-12.

INLINE OIL FILTER
This handy filter can be installed at various points in the lubrication
system and is excellent in tight confines. Has removable screen
element that can be replaced. Aviaid p/n 104 40019 has AN-8
fittings, p/n 1040 40020 has AN-10 fittings, p/n 104 40021 has
AN-12 fittings, p/n 104 40040 has AN-16 fittings, and
p/n 104 40041 has AN-20 fittings. The filter screen (with flange) for
–8, -10 and –12 filters is p/n 104 40025-01 and the screen for –16
and –20 filters is p/n 40025-02. An inline filter screen (without
flange) for –8, -10 and –12 is 104 40025-03.

REMOTE FILTER
ADAPTER PLATE
Attaches to small block or
big block Chevrolet engine
blocks and facilitates the use
of a remote filter mount or
attachment of a dry sump
system. Aviaid p/n 104 40102.
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